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Good afternoon. My name is Letitia James and I am the Public Advocate for the City of
New York. The heart of my role as Public Advocate is ensuring that the voices of all
New Yorkers are heard, particularly when it comes to the government entities and
agencies that exist to serve them. And it appears that many of these entities are doing
their own workers a grave disservice by consistently paying women less than their male
counterparts.
I want to thank Chairs Miller and Eugene, their staffs, and the committee staffs for
holding this important hearing.
My office released a report in 2016 that found that women in New York City earn $5.8
billion less than men every year. And much to my dismay, we found that the worst
offender of this practice was in fact our city government. The gender wage gap among
New York City employees was three times as large as the wage gap in the private-for
profit sector.
We consider ourselves the most progressive government in the most progressive city in
the world, yet we are the ones holding women back -- we are not only paying them less,
but also providing fewer opportunities to climb the ladder.
This City took a significant step in closing the private sector pay gap by passing
legislation I sponsored to ban employers from requesting salary history from potential
employees. When it comes to government jobs, however, salary history questions are
already banned by Mayoral Executive Order, and, with most payscales covered by
collective bargaining, we must look deeper for the sources of the government gender gap.
That is why I am so proud to be the prime co-sponsor of Council Member Cumbo’s bill
to closely examine why the pay disparity in New York City Government remains so
great.
My office recently did a first-of-its-kind analysis of the entire city workforce to
determine exactly how men and women at every agency are paid and found that although
women lead roughly half of all City agencies, the hiring, training, promotion and
retention of female staff is still a significant weakness within the City workforce.
We found that much of the remaining municipal wage gap can be attributed to the fact
that a disproportionate percentage of women hold the lowest paying jobs within agencies
and are underrepresented in the highest paying jobs.
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Formalizing and codifying this type of analysis into law will represent an invaluable
policy-making tool and accountability device. But there is still much work to be done to
ensure that our government lives up to its values.
We should be conducting objective evaluations of job functions and salaries to ensure
that jobs traditionally held by women are not undervalued compared to men, so we can be
sure we're paying historically female dominated professions like teachers and social
workers fairly in comparison to male-dominated jobs like cops and firefighters.We must
increase transparency for hiring and salary decisions, enact family-friendly time and
leave policies to ensure our work environments allow flexibility for those with familial
responsibilities and we must do a better job of creating opportunities for women to
advance within agencies, through additional training, education, and mentoring.
Every City worker deserves equal pay and equal opportunities and it is clear that our City
must do more to support women in the workplace. These bills we hear today are a critical
step toward that goal and a statement that this Council will not shy away from tackling
this systemic problem head on.
I look forward to an interesting and informative discussion of this critical issue and to
working with you all on the next steps toward progress.
Thank you for inviting me to this hearing today and giving me the opportunity to testify.
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A Better Balance: The Work & Family Legal Center
A Better Balance is a national legal advocacy organization dedicated to promoting
fairness in the workplace and helping workers across the economic spectrum care for
their families without risking their economic security. For more than a decade, A Better
Balance has been a leading advocate for state and local legislation to end discrimination
against caregivers and value the work of caregiving. A Better Balance also hosts a free
legal helpline through which we assist hundreds of callers every year, from New York
City and around the nation. The majority of our callers are women facing various
obstacles at work related to pregnancy, personal illness, and family caregiving
responsibilities. Many are low-income women of color who bear the economic brunt of
inflexible and discriminatory workplace practices.
We thank the Committee on Civil Service and Labor and Committee on Civil and
Human Rights for the opportunity to testify in support of legislation that will help
advance gender and racial justice for the New Yorkers we serve. Our testimony is
informed by the experiences of our callers as well as our own experience as advocates.

We are pleased to support all of the bills under consideration at today’s hearing
addressing gender and racial inequality in New York City. These are important and
necessary measures that will enable the New York City municipal government to be
a model employer for the private sector. Our comments today will focus particularly
on Intro No. 633, a bill that would require city agencies to collect and report pay and
employment equity data, a crucial measure in the fight for pay equity.
In recent years, the City Council has passed several landmark anti-discrimination
laws that are crucial in the fight to advance pay equity. In 2013, the City Council passed
the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act, which requires virtually all New York City
employers to provide reasonable accommodations for pregnant employees. In 2015, the
City Council amended the Human Rights Law to add caregivers to the groups of workers
protected from discrimination. In 2017, the City Council banned employers from relying
on salary history to determine wages, a practice that perpetuates pay discrimination
against women and people of color who historically earn less than white, non-Hispanic
men from the outset of their careers. Most recently, just a couple weeks ago, the City
Council passed a robust package of legislation to further combat sexual harassment in the
workplace. Although all of these laws apply to municipal workers, we know that the pay
gap for the City workforce persists.

As New York City Public Advocate Letitia James found in her 2016 policy report,
Advancing Pay Equity in New York City, women in the workforce collectively lose nearly
$5.8 billion each year due to unequal pay.1 In other words, men in this city make nearly
$6 billion more than women every year. The disparity is especially evident in the
municipal workforce. Women employed in New York City’s municipal government face
a gender wage gap that is three times larger than that of women in the private sector.2
While, on average, women in the City’s municipal workforce earn 92 percent of what
men in the municipal workforce earn, when you account for overtime and other pay, the
wage gap more than doubles.3 Moreover, women are concentrated in agencies that
comprise the City’s lowest paying jobs.4
Though unequal pay directly affects women, when women are paid unequally,
their families suffer too. Women head over 1 million households in New York State, with
over 300,000 of those households surviving on incomes that fall below the poverty level.5
If the wage gap of nearly $6,000 per year were eliminated in New York State, women
could use those funds to pay for approximately six months of rent, or three months of
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mortgage payments, or a year’s supply of groceries for their families.6 Eliminating the
wage gap is not just good for families but also helps drive the economy. When families
have more money to spend on necessities, businesses also prosper.7
We support Intro 633’s requirement that all city agencies collect pay and
employment equity data on job titles and salaries of every employee working for
New York City. While we commend this legislation, we recommend that it be expanded
in several ways. First, this legislation should be expanded to also require private
employers to report on pay and employment equity data, or at the very least should also
extend to City contractors.
In January 2017, Governor Cuomo signed Executive Order 162, requiring all state
contractors to report information on the job titles, compensation, gender, race, and
ethnicity of all their employees in all state contracts.8 Executive Order 162 requires that
all New York State contractors and subcontractors disclose “detailed workforce
utilization reports” on a quarterly basis that include the job titles and compensation
information for every employee working on a State contract.9 At the very least, the City
should require this same transparency from those that do business with the City.
Reporting this data will establish a model of transparency to ensure that contractors are
held accountable for gender and race disparities in hiring and compensation. By
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gathering this data, the City will be able to better tackle the root causes of occupational
segregation.
Moreover, in addition to collecting data on the gender and racial makeup of the
city workforce, we also recommend that the City collect data on the number of city
employees who identify as parents, since we know motherhood, specifically, can be a key
driver of pay inequity.10 Furthermore, the City should also assess whether inflexible
scheduling practices or caregiving responsibilities, for example, are having a
disproportionately negative impact on women employees, as well as employees of color,
and create a plan to reduce any gender and racial disparities. The Public Advocate’s 2016
report called for the adoption of policies promoting flexible schedules;11 collecting data
on workplace flexibility is a crucial step towards advancing such policies.
Finally, to address occupational segregation, the City should develop targeted
training and employment programs to assist women and girls in overcoming barriers to
entering non-traditional fields. Furthermore, such programs should be developed in
tandem with programs that encourage the recruitment and retention of women in such
fields.
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As the federal government rolls back pay transparency measures,12 New York
City cannot rely on federal wage disclosure laws to solve the problem of pay inequity in
our City. The City can and must lead in the fight to end pay inequity. Thank you for
considering our recommendations. We are proud to support all the bills under
consideration at today’s hearing, which would create affirmative obligations for
New York City to advance gender and racial justice within the five boroughs.
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